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E-democracy tool

BiPart is a software
platform that enables
organizations and
communities to activate
participatory processes
(PP) and take decisions
collectively.

www.bipart.it
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The Center for the Study of Participatory Democracy is founded
Mash-up. A ﬁrst website that preceded the BiPart platform is developed as a “mash-up” that
combined external services for the proposal-making (google form), the geomapping (google
map), event management (google calendar) and an internal voting system.

Multi tenants. The ﬁrst prototype of the platform is developed and tested in several real-life
settings. It is multi tenants, fully-ﬂedged and enabled users to upload, view, discuss and vote
proposals and project.

BiPart - innovative startup is founded

The H2020 EMPATIA project starts. It aims at developing and testing
an e-participation software platform

Community & Process Management. Grounded on the experience of the EMPATIA project, a
newly and more performative BiPart platform is developed to support the management of the
communities in participatory activities. It is also full-rest API in order to increase its potentials.

BiPart stands out for being:
- multi-tenants platform where
every single entity corresponds to a
community and each community is
connected one to another
- multi-language to support
international communities and
projects to interact and disseminate
by keeping their native language
and translating all relevant
information at the same time
- several participatory initiatives in
parallel, thus keeping costs low
while facilitating the sharing of
experiences among them and
encouraging the creation of a
broader community of practice;
- personal & community space
through which registered people
can safe and improve their contents
and network.

Create and customize your
participatory process
BiPart is the platform that supports local
authorities, third sector organizations, informal
groups and companies in deﬁning and
managing participatory processes, increasing
the involvement of their communities in
strategic decisions.

It has strategic tools to enhance deliberation
and collaboration among people (content
production, versioning, following, comment,
assessment, alliances, voting system, etc.)

Collect, asses and vote for
ideas and project
BiPart makes sharing ideas and projects easier
among the members of your community and it
allows them to collaborate in their development in
a straightforward way. You can add a proposal
and discover the most followed, make comment
and interact with their authors.

It can can manage participatory
processes for any groups, from
entire cities to oﬃces.
Each person of the community
can have a diﬀerent role,
according to their own task!

Authentication and veriﬁcation
of the members’ accounts
Choose whether to involve the entire
BiPart community in your processes or
to authorize members personally via
email or via mobile control systems

Engagement and mutual
empowerment
Ask your community members to
introduce themselves by sharing
something about them in their
Personal Space.
In addition, they will be able to
comment on ideas, share visions and
expertise and increase the
opportunities for relationships,
knowledge and mutual growth.

Community management
to show and share experiences and
expertises, strengthen social ties and
the sense of community, increase
transparency.
-

-

The community can be
organized in groups and set up
local or sectorial participatory
processes
Community members can have
and play diﬀerent roles in the
platform (evaluator, facilitator, ….)

Interactions
People can interact with the proposals in
different ways, based on the conﬁguration of the
platform and the design choices of the PP.
They can:
comments on them
follow them
commit* to them
vote for them

Evaluation
Moreover, experts or technical staff
appointed by the organization can also
assess the proposals in order to improve
them and/or to approve their eventual
implementation.
Assessment can be made by:
-

selecting the available status *
rating with a score
adding a comment

Votazione e Crowdfuding
BiPart oﬀers diﬀerent voting
methodologies and a safe
environment in which to do so.
The regularity of the vote is
guaranteed by the authentication of
voter accounts through cross-checks
and customizable tax codes, email,
mobile phone and other speciﬁc data
of the organization.
A crowdfunding service integrated
with other existing platforms through
special APIs can also be combined
with the vote

Do you want to start a
participatory process?
At school, in your municipality, in the company ...
Our experts will guide you in setting up and using
the platform for your organization.
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